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This is what I sent to Mike Baird
I stand by it.
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From: NSW Premier
Sent: 2016-02-12 13:20:47
To: premier@nsw.gov.au
Subject: Lock-out Laws

Submitted on Friday, February 12, 2016  13:20
Submitted by anonymous user: [58.96.31.69]
Submitted values are:
Title: Mr
First Name: Johnny
Last Name: Green
Phone:
Email:
Street address:
Suburb:
State: New South Wales
Postcode:
Subject: Lockout Laws
Type of enquiry: Message
Message:

Hello Mike,
It seems that the responses to your lockout laws are, overwhelmingly, negative. Ouch...
I don't agree with them, either. Here's why.
• It's, painfully, obvious that the Casino's are exempt from and contradict everything the the laws stand for and as a result will continue to funnel a lot more of
our city's foot traffic into them along with any other bars / pubs with Pokies, located within the lockout precinct, which are also exempt from the Lockouts.
Hmm. That's hypocritical don't you think? You might not. But a vast majority of Sydneysiders do, including myself!
Sydney's iconic nightlife hubs (Oxford St / King's X) are dead now, mate.
The coward punch became an inexcusable stain on our city & country. But I can't help and feel that, perhaps, the lockout laws were conveniently leveraged
against it.
I'm not convinced of your reasoning behind the lockout laws, especially where the Casino's are concerned, Mike.
Here's some entertainment for you >
Lewis Hobba & The Rational Fear's insight into all of the above, posted almost almost 2 years ago.
http://www.theguardian.com/culture/video/2014/mar/24/arationalfearbarangaroovideocasino.
Regards
Johnny Green

I would like a response: Yes, I would like a response
I would like to receive regular updates from the NSW Government: No
End of message
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